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Introduction 
CLPS-delivered missions to the lunar south polar region 
can explore high priority science targets while also 
ground-truthing candidate Artemis Base Camp (ABC) 
sites. 

We conducted a survey of candidate sites for 
NASA’s Artemis Base Camp within 10° of the lunar 
South Pole. The criteria applied to identify these 
candidates were: 1) extended solar illumination [1] 
(>65° and >75° of the time); 2) substantial direct to 
Earth (DTE) visibility (>50% of the time); 3) a flat area 
(slope < 5°) at least 1 km2, for habitats; 4) another flat 
area (slope < 5°) at least 0.25 km2, 1 to 3 km away, 
separated from the habitat area by a topographic 
obstacle >100 m in height, for a landing/launch pad [2], 
5) availability of a traverse path between the two areas 
with slopes < 10°. 

This survey resulted in the identification of 65 sites 
that meet all of the above criteria. The ones closest to 
the South Pole are shown in Figure 1. The orange and 
green dots in Figure 1 distinguish the >65% and >75% 
solar illumination criterion, respectively. 
Rover Recon Missions 
We propose CLPS-delivered rover missions to the lunar 
south polar regions that prioritize science AND the 
exploration of candidate ABC sites. 

Science objectives include: 
O1: Characterize H2O and other volatiles in, around, 
and outside PSRs 
O2: Characterize the geologic diversity, mineralogy, 
and geochemistry. 
O3: Characterize dust transport by searching for, and 
examining, the “horizon glow”, 
O4: Assess the suitability of the site for ABC and 
scientific potential for human exploration. 
      These objectives are directly responsive to the 
priorities of the NRC Decadal Survey, the Lunar 
Exploration Roadmap, and NASA Artemis Plan 
[3][4][5]. 
      O1 may be best addressed by rover-borne neutron 
and near-IR spectrometry, and by visible imaging with 
active lighting, O2 by near-IR and thermal IR 
spectrometry, O3 and O4 by high-resolution (human 
foveal or better) visible imaging. 
      Rovers capable of traversing 10+ km would allow 
traverses from many candidate ABC sites to nearby 
PSRs are required. Surviving the lunar night is not 
required, however, being able to reach 1-3 km inside 

PSRs would be important to access potential exposed 
volatiles. 

 
Figure 1: Candidate ABC Sites. Green: Optimal sites 
meeting our criteria, with >75% solar illumination. 
Orange: Other viable sites meeting our criteria, with 
65-75% solar illumination. The example “F1” Rover 
Mission Traverse Path on the rim of Faustini Crater is 
shown at far right. 
Example: F1 Rover Mission To Faustini  
A CLPS-delivered rover mission to Faustini could land 
at “F1”, a unique candidate ABC site we identified on 
the rim of Faustini, and traverse 10 km to reach a PSR 
located towards the east. PSR contains mean Hydrogen 
content >150ppm [6]. 
Conclusion 
CLPS-delivered rover missions could target many sites 
of high priority science in the lunar south polar regions 
while also retiring risk for NASA in the selection of an 
optimal site for the Artemis Base Camp. 
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